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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
In order to achieve uniform presentation and to avoid unnecessary delays, all authors are requested to follow the next guidelines.

FARMACIA publishes original papers in English. The following fields are covered: discovery and synthesis of new and/or improved therapeutic substances, preclinical and clinical experience, delivery systems and dispensing of drugs, and additional topics related to resources on the biochemistry, metabolism, and toxic or adverse effects of drugs.

Articles are considered for publication depending on scientific value and originality of the research.

The manuscript is only accepted if either the article or any essential part of this has not been published or is submitted exclusively to the journal FARMACIA. The covering letter and disclosure form signed by all the authors must state that authors agreed with the submission and that the material is original and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere. The declaration must contain also, a statement that clinical studies or experimental research on laboratory animals comply with the Declaration of Helsinki or the Directive 2010/60/EU. It will also be indicated the name, address, phone number and e-mail address of the corresponding author.

Manuscripts for FARMACIA should be submitted online at https://farmaciazurnal.ro/login. The submitting author, who is generally the corresponding author, is responsible for the manuscript during the submission and peer-review process. The submitting author must ensure that all eligible co-authors have contributed significantly to the manuscript and that they have all read and approved the submitted version of the manuscript.

Manuscripts must be submitted in the Microsoft® Word format. Times New Roman font, size 14, double-spaced typing. A4 sized paper with 2 cm margin. The paper should be structured as follows:

Abstract (not exceeding 1500 characters) and 4 - 7 keywords; both must be written in English and in Romanian.

The paper will be written in a clear and accurate manner and must be organized in the following form: Introduction. A brief interpretation of the literature concerning the state of the current knowledge in the field. Materials and Methods. Results (including statistical analyses). Discussion and Conclusions. Tabular data should have a brief, specific, descriptive title. The names of drugs, materials, and methods must be written in a standardized manner. Important graphs and illustrations should include a caption. The structure of the paper should be as follows:

Example:

Article:
Author 1: A. B.; Author 2: C. D.; Author 3: E. F.; Title of the article: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume (1-2), pages.

Example:

Author 1: A. B.; Author 2: C. D.; Title of the article: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume, pages.

Author 3: Carti si capitoluri.

Author 1: A. B.; Author 2: C. D.; Author 3: E. F.; Title of the article: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume (1-2), pages.

Bibliography:

Author: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume (1-2), pages.

Author 1: A. B.; Author 2: C. D.; Author 3: E. F.; Title of the article: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume (1-2), pages.

Example:

Article:
Author 1: A. B.; Author 2: C. D.; Author 3: E. F.; Title of the article: Abridged Journal Name, Year: Volume (1-2), pages.

INSTRUCTIONS PENTRU AUTORII
Pentru a este acceptate, referatele si lucrările autorilor trebuie să fie scrisă în limba română, iar articolul trebuie să fie scrisă în limba engleză.

Revista FARMACIA publică lucrări originale în limba engleză, din urmare, pentru a satisface cerințele internaționale, autorii sunt îngrijorați, în primul rând, de a asigura traducerea corectă a textului din română în engleză, iar în a doua parte, de a garanta calitatea, respectarea normelor și standardelor internaționale în ceea ce privește structura, stilul și formatul lucrărilor pentru a le face acceptabile pentru revista FARMACIA. 

Lucrarea este acceptată numai dacă nu a fost publicată, integral sau parțial, în alte șiruri de publicație sau este într-o formă fixă a lucrării din revistă. Lucrarea nu poate fi transmisă mai multor redacții sau mulți autori. Când alți autorii beneficiază de contribuții, aceste contribuții trebuie să fie declarate în referirea și în scopul de a asigura respectarea normelor și regulilor care guvernează comunicarea academică.